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A: Mr. Yonetsu . 
Japan adopts the jud1care system , an . d the present situat ion 
is such tha t t her e are no special staff laywers . I , for my 
part, strongly f ee l a need to have staff attorneys of the 
Association available t o make the rounds of attorney-deficient 
f Solving the problem of areas where there areas as a measure or 
are few attorneys. 
At any rate , the pr ob lem of financial r esources is the 
bottleneck, and we are r eso lved to make allout efforts from thi s 
point. 
(4) Lecture by Prof. Zemans 
Following the report by Mr. Yonetsu , Prof . Zemans presented 
a lecture entitled "Wor l dwide Trends in Legal Aid" for about SO 
minutes. The l ecture cons i s ted of the following seven parts: 
"Introduction", "The Moral Argument ", "Models of Delivery", 
"Models of Legal Services", Professionalization of Legal 
Services", and "Conclusion". In "Introduction" Prof. Zemans 
described the closed, undemocr atic nature inherent to the 
judicature s ystem as well as its historical background, and he 
stressed the signif i cance of legal aid as a means for 
democratizing such a system . In "The Moral Argument" Prof · 
Zemans described the present s t atus of legal aid which is 
provided even though a judgement is still made on the contents 
of a case from the perspect i ve of morality . At the same time , 
he pointed out that if t he rationale of legal aid lies in the 
'd undemocratic nature inherent to the judicature system , lega l ai 
should be considered as a r i ght to guarantee pa r ticipation i n 
the system. 
In the chapter "Models of Delivery", Mr. zemans stated that 
we should not adhere to a hitherto held opinion as to whether 
legal aid should be undertaken by general practicing laywers or 
staff laywers, but we should compare the so-called services type 
and the strategic type. The services type restricts the scope 
of provision of legal aid to individual clients who have legal 
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prob lems . In contrast , the strategic type delves into the 
prob lems of a particular subject region , and aims at undertaking 
research , reform , and education from a long-term perspective . 
I n the chapte r "Models o f Legal Services ", Prof . Zemans 
i nt roduc e d a s a recent and most impostant trend a mixed system 
wh ich make s us e of a comb inat ion o f certain aspects of the 
traditional services type and the s t rateg ic type or a 
combination o f practicing lawye rs and sala ried l aywers employed 
in clinics in delive ring l e gal aid s e rvice s. Fr om t h i s 
perspective, he presented the rec e nt tre nds in l e gal a id i n the 
United States, Great Britain, the Ne therlands, F in land, Canada, 
and other countries. 
In the chapter "Professionalization of Le ga l Services", he 
stated that the deliverers of legal aid service s should not be 
confined to qualified lawyers, described an incre ase in the 
relative weight and significance of people known as 
paraprofessionals, and touched on the professionalization of 
lawye rs who work at legal aid institutions. 
In his conclusion, Prof. Zemans pointe d to the fact that 
l e gal aid in various countries is now confronted with a crisis 
owing to the ne gative posture of c e rtain governments. He stated 
that deve lopme nts during the next decade will determine whether 
the winds of change blowing through the l e gal system will have 
totally subsided, or whet her a bre e ze of democracy will be 
allowe d to flow into the justice system. 
(Prof. Zemans paper, base d on his lecture, is introduced 
later in this report, so please refer to it.) 
(5) Questions & Answers following Prof. Zemans' Lecture 
Q: Mr. Yuzo Oya (Attorney at law, Japan) 
I would like to ask what defects or limitations judicare -
a conventional form of providing services - has. 
A: Prof. Zemans 
One of the problems of the judicare scheme is that it is a 
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service-oriented type (case-work type ) . The second problem is 
that the judicare scheme has been a court- or courtroom-centered 
type, and it can be pointed out that funds and time for it were 
not allotted for portions outside the courtroom . It can also be 
pointed out that stress has not been placed on enlightening and 
educational activities. Furthermore , although the judicare 
scheme is based on cooperation with organizations of private 
laywers, the perspectives of such organizations a nd financial ly 
poor people may be different. In other words, the clientele of 
private lawyers and legal aid clients may not mix with each 
other easily. Finally, judicare schemes are always center e d on 
lawyers, and the use of non-laywers is not taken into 
consideration. In my opinion, therefore, the cost effec t iveness 
of using salaried lawyers should be considered. 
Q: Mr. Kazuo Ito (Attorney at law, Japan) 
When you say paralegals, what kind of people doe s this 
refer to in specific terms? 
A: Prof. Zemans 
A paralegal means anyone 
member of a bar association. 
be said that such a person is 
who is not a lawyer and is not a 
In relation to legal aid, it may 
one who has the same 
socio-economic background as that of a client, but this is not 
always the case. 
Q: Mr. Rokuji Shiinoki (Attorney at law, Japan) 
Does a paralegal work as a volunteer? If not a 
volunteer, how is that funding source procured? 
A: Prof. Zemans 
A paralegal is not 1 a vo unteer but is paid. Paralegals are 
those who work mainly in commu 't .. 
ni Y clinics, and a typical 
example is the people who worked . . in community clinics in the 
latter half of the 1960s Of 
· course, paralegals are found in 
various countries and are found, for 
example, in bureaus in 
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Holland. Various funding sources for paralegals are possible as 
in the case of sources for other lawye rs. Probably the large st 
source is the one from the national treasury . 
Q: Dr. Enrique P. Syquia (Attorney at law, the Philippines) 
Do you see an increased worldwide trend in legal aid for a 
deserving woman in civil cases involving family problems such as 
non-support, desertion, ~limony, custody of children , etc . In 
these cases, do you approve of the "social need" test required 
by the Legal Service Corporation in the U. S . A.? 
A: Prof. Zemans 
In terms of international developments , there is no doubt 
that one sees a much greate r emphasis on domestic dispute s and 
specifically the problems of women. We live in an age when 
divorce litigation in most countries is rising, and family 
breakdowns are perhaps more prevalent among low-income people, 
and there is a need for representation in these issues. 
I personally do not like the social need test since it 
leaves it open to a subjective determination. The intention of 
administrators are liable to be reflected in such a test, and 
group actions in almost all cases are not entitled to legal aid 
in Canada. 
Q: Mr. Masahiko Omura (Assistant professor of Chuo University, 
Japan) 
I would like to ask whether or not a client who receives 
legal aid should pay a partial contribution. I understand that 
in Sweden there is a partial contribution to be paid by the 
client in Sweden, although i t is not required in Quebec, Canada. 
What is your opinion on this matter? 
A: Prof. Zemans 
It seems to me that this is a very controversial and 
difficult question. If I continue with the philosophical 
position that I was attempting to develop in my paper, my answer 
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to that question would have t o be somethi ng such as this: It 
seems to me that whether the c l i ent should contribute should be 
something that has to be dee ided upon jointly by he c 1 i n ts , 
the administrators , and the provide r s of the service. My own 
fee ling is that too often we use con tribution as a me ans of 
deterring people from obtaining t he service . At any rate , I 
think that this problem must be looked at from the 
socio-economic aspect of a given country . The questioner 
mentioned Sweden, but I think that the Swedish system must be 
looked at from the socio-economic si tuation of Sweden. In the 
case of judicare, clients are genera lly requested to make 
con tr ibut ions if they have capabilities , and , of course, it can 
be pointed out that these contribut ions make it possible to 
provide aid to a greater number of clients . 
It is not ideal to have contributions made by people who 
are barely managi ng to make a livi ng . Howeve r, as compared with 
education and medical services, priori ty of legal services is 
lower for admi nistrators , which r t hink generates the 
responsibil ity of making contribut ions as an actual problem . 
Q: Mr. Toshi suke Nomoto 
I hear that, in the 
(Attorney at law , Japan) 
United States , the Legal Service 
of collapse due to an attack by t he Corporation is in danger 
Reagan Adm' · t t' inis ra ion · Was the Reagan Administration ' s attack 
only a cutback in the budget , k ? or we r e a ny other steps ta e n· 
How did American lawyers cope with them? 
A: Prof. Zemans 
The majo r aspect of the attack was' of course ' a cutback in 
the budget. At the b . . 
. eginning , the Reagan Administration had a 
policy of distributin n 
C . g 
0 budget to the Legal Service 
orporation. Also . 
. ' a personnel from the Reagan Administration 
was dispatc hed to the Le a . . r 
Th Am · g 1 Service Corporation as an off ice • 
e erican Bar Associat ' ion and man tt d ho lar s 
made efforts t Y a orneys an sc 
o ensure a continu t' 
However, it cannot b d . a ion of the Corporation. 
e enied that the capabilities of the 
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Corporation were weakened by these attacks . 
Q: Mr . Paul M. Gonzalez (Attorney at law , the Philippines) 
You mentioned approaches to legal aid from various angles, 
but I would like to ask your opinion as to the provision of 
legal aid to political off e nders. I don ' t think there is a need 
for them to unde rgo a social test, and the provision of legal 
aid services is a natural obligation to the legal profession . 
A: Prof. Zemans 
Whether they are polical offende rs or r efugees , they face a 
most sophisticated and important legal program, and I think that 
they are entitled to high-quality legal aid. Additionally, I 
think that an approach or commitment by lawyers as a whole, 
rather than particular laywers, is required with this problem, 
and a perspective of obtaining international cooperation and 
support i s also important. 
(6) Reports on Actual Situations in Each Country 
The follo wing participants from abroad presented report s on 
the actual situations of the legal aid system in their 
respective countries : 
* Sou th Ko r ea 
Mr. Park J o o-Whan (Director General of Korean Le gal Aid 
Assoc i at ion ) 
Mr . Byo ng Kook Min (Atto rney a t law) 
* Ho ng Ko ng 
Mr. A. E. Harrison (Ass t . Principal o f Legal Aid 
Couns e l, Legal Aid Department) 
* Taiwan 
Mr. Claude Ching-Chi Chaung (Attorney at law) 
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0ymposium on the Future of Legal Aid 
After the completion of the two 
day International Symposium on Legal 
Aid held in Tokyo , Japan on October 
30 and 31st , 1984 several Japanese 
and foreign scholars participated in 
a discussion on some of the issues 
raised at the symposium . The 
participants at the round table 
discussion were Takeshi Kojima, 
Professor, Chuo University, Tokyo, 
Japan ; Susumu Yonetsu, Secretary-
General of the Japan Legal Aid 
Association ; Peter Schlosser, Profes -
sor, University of Mtinchen, West 
Germany ; Frederick Zemans , Pro-
fessor , Osgoode Hall Law School of 
York University, Toronto, Canada; 
Seiichi Yoshikawa, Attorney-at-Law, 
Tokyo , Japan and Yoshikazu 
Uchikawa , Attorney-at-Law, Nagoya , 
Japan . 
The discussion dealt with four 
topics : 
( 1) The German j udicare model 
of legal aid was contrasted 
with community-based legal 
services schemes elsewhere 
in the wor Id . 
( 2) The types of servi ces 
provided by a con temp or ary 
legal aid scheme . 
(3) Adminis t r ation of legal aid 
s c hemes. 
( 4) The a dvisa bili t y of exclud-
ing ce rtain type s of cases 
from legal aid programmes. 
Professor Kojima: 
After having completed the two 
day symposium, we would like to 
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TOKYO , JAPAN 
November 1st, 1984 
convene a round-table discussion of 
world. Wide d evelopments with 
respect to legal aid . We have heard 
from Professor Schlosser about the 
German model of legal aid and from 
Professor Zemans about the various 
models of legal aid in Canada . The 
two systems share certain common 
factors and, yet , there are signifi-
cant differences . The common factor 
is that compared to the Jap anese 
legal aid system , the Canadian and 
German schemes are mor e s trateg ic 
and integrated approaches . I would 
like t o ask Dr . Yonetsu to give his 
impressions of s ome of t h e important 
issues that were r ais ed b y the 
symposiu m . 
Mr . Y onetsu: 
I wou ld pref e r t o take a more 
democratic approa ch and ask Dr. 
Uchikawa and Dr. Yoshikawa to 
indicate their imp ression s and to 
raise points which t h ey would like to 
have elaborated upon during our 
discussion . 
The maj or issue raised by the 
presentation s of our foreign visitors 
was the contr a s t between the strate-
gic 
or systemat ic approach to the 
p r ob lems of low-in come persons as 
comp ar ed t o the case-by-case ap-
proach t o legal aid. My impression 
upon hearing our two foreign profes-
sors is that they have placed these 
two models at either end of a spec-
trum of legal services. It is my 
opinion, that these two approaches 
or philosophies need not necessarily 
be placed in opposition to one anoth-
er. In Japan, we do not take the 
strategic approach, yet in some 
instances, the courts have agreed to 
provide rep re sen tation for a client in 
a significant reform-oriented matter. 
The Japanese Legal Aid plan has 
handled cases involving pollution and 
environmental problems by repre-
senting groups of citizens in class 
actions. Representation has been 
approved where there has been 
sufficient evidence of the legitimacy 
of the claims. In some instances, we 
find that, although we have provided 
legal aid on a case-by-case basis, 
the cases selected may provide the 
opportunity for a strategic approach. 
There are various ways in which 
we may classify various legal aid 
models. One way is to classify them 
according to the object of legal aid, 
In Japan, we have legal aid provided 
outside the court which can be 
distinguished on the basis of which 
services are sponsored by the 
government as compared to those 
which are not. We have legal aid 
services which are granted by the 
courts which are provided for by the 
Code of Civil Procedure and which 
allow for representation by court-
appointed counsel in certain specific 
types of litigation. In Germany, 
there is also a system of providing 
aid in litigation within the court 
system. I would ask Professor 
Schlosser to discuss the 1980 amend-
ments to the German legal aid 
legislation which is part of the Code 
of Civil Procedure, as well as the 
1981 legislation in respect of legal 
advice and assistance. 
Dr. Peter Schlosser: 
Until 1980 in Germany, advice 
and assistance were not provided f 
1 . . . or ow-income citizens. Our legal aid 
~y.ste~ only provided assistance for 
litigation and did not even extend t 
pre-trial proceedings)_ Lawyers 0 
were entitled to payment for the f 
. d f ees incurre a ter the commencement of 
legal proceedin gs . This syst m was 
consider ed unsatisfactory for som 
time and the 1980 legislation 
attempted to r eform the problem . 
This legislat ion was based on the 
principle that t he indigent p rson is 
entitled to advice and is free to 
obtain a lawyer of h is choice , 
although the remuner ation availab le 
to pay to the lawyer is severely 
restricted. It is limited to thirty 
marks paid from public f u nds and a 
further twen ty marks t o be p aid by 
the client. 2 If the lawyer obtains a 
settlement for the client he r e c eives 
a further fee but the total fee 
remains quite unattractiv e to most 
lawyers in Germany . It is anticipat-
ed that, in several years , the income 
generated by legal aid and advice 
will become more sign ificant to 
German lawyers which will stimulate 
them to take the legislation more 
seriously . 3 The German legal system 
has placed a limitation on a large 
scale legal advice programme which 
makes it both unattractive to lawyers 
and ineffective in providing services 
to the public .4 
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The Armenrich reform was based 
on the assumption that not only the 
poor, but also the middle class were 
entitled to representation through 
the legal aid scheme in cases which 
were of considerable value . This 
change of terminology is of little 
relevance. What is significant is 
that after 1980 in Germany , there 
was .a broader access to legal aid, 
particularly , in summary advice 
matters . What is still a difficulty 
and has not been dealt with is how 
to ~rovide pre-litigation legal 
a~sis~ance for persons involved in 
signficant and complicated matters, 
such as medical malpractice. In 
these circumstances, advice cannot 
adequately be provided in several 
hour~, let alone thirty minutes . 
Considerable research and investiga-
tion is required with respect to both 
the factual and legal basis of the 
claim. Unfortunat ly, we do not 
have a provision in our legal aid 
scheme to provide adequate advice in 
these circumstances. I would urge 
Japan to avoid such a deficiency. 5 
There is no doubt that there is 
a considerable need for legal advice 
in Germany . The Hamburg Law 
Centre has demonstrated that when 
legal advice is readily available to 
the public, ap proximately two per 
cent of the p opulation will avail 
themselves annu ally of this service. 
I would have t o presume that a 
similar need could be demonstrated 
in other r egions . 
Professor Zemans : 
I would like to ref er to the 
impor tant issue raised by Mr . 
Yonetsu as to the goals for a legal 
aid programme . I would contrast 
two models - the juridical rights 
model and the welfare rights model 
and attempt to discern the extent to 
which these models have been 
effective in responding to the needs 
of low-income citizens in a 
11
strategic 11 fashion. Most legal aid 
plans in developed nations, 6 during 
the period since the Second World 
War , have tended to concentrate on 
a juridical rights approach which 
provides legal services for certain 
civil and criminal problems when 
presented to the c ou r ts . In 
contrast , the welfare rights 
approach , develop ed in the United 
States d urin g the 1970 1s , attempts to 
bring a civilian o r community 
persp ective to the p rovisio n of legal 
s~rvices to the poor. The welfare 
rights approach consid e rs legal aid 
~o~ls not f rom t he perspe c t ive of 
li tigation, the courts or civ il 
proceedings, but rather from a 
consideration of the needs of the 
community that the programme is 
serving. 7 Since the welfare rights 
approach emphasizes that legal 
services must be made more 
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physically and psychologically 
accessible, it has led to offices being 
established in a variety of areas and 
low income communities . They are 
generally open for longer hours, 
including evenings when it is easier 
for the working poor to attend . 
These offices are generally less 
formal and not as intimidating as the 
offices of private practitioners . 
Welfare rights prog rammes have been 
staffed generally by salar ied 
lawyers , and in some instan ces , 
paralegals who see their r oles as 
providing a broad range of s e r v ices 
to the commu nity. A further 
significant asp ect of this model is 
the emphasis on involving the 
recip ient of the serv ice s in the 
manag e men t and decision-making of 
the legal ser vice programme. The 
welfare r ights approach emphasizes 
the idea that leaders of low-income 
commu nities, in contrast to leaders 
of the le g al profe ssion, must 
establis h the programme's goals and 
objectives. 8 
One f urther significant distinc-
tion between the juridical rights and 
the welfare r ights approaches is the 
various remedies that are considered 
when appr oa ching the problems of 
t he community . Under the juridical 
rights approa ch, the court is seen 
as the p rin cipal v ehicle for resolvin g 
issues . In a welfare rights 
programme , the courts are seen as 
one of s everal potential vehicles, 
t hat would also include more 
collectivis t approaches such as 
lob byin g government and monitoring 
the quality of social welfare 
programmes for the poor. 
I n several countries, we have 
s een r ecently the development of a 
mix ed approach to the provision of 
legal services. Canada is an 
example of a nation where several 
provinces have developed mixed 
delivery models. 9 Ontario, one of 
the most populated regions of 
Canada, opted for a voluntary 
juridical nigh ts approach to legal aid 
in 1952 . 1 In 1967, after a review 
of the legislation, the Ontario plan 
was funded by the provincial 
government with services provided 
by the private bar in selected civil 
and criminal litigious matters, 11 
Since 1976, a small percentage of the 
Ontario legal aid budget has been 
devoted to funding community-based 
legal clinics providing services 
comparable to the American legal 
services offices. 12 
Mr. Y onetsu: 
Perhaps it was a misunderstand-
ing on my part, but I understood 
you to say that the strategic ap-
proach was an out-of-court process 
undertaken to realize the public 
interest in certain lo ca ti on s - i. e. in 
areas close to the recipient. I 
previously thought that this strate-
gic approach was an effort to realize 
the public interest through litiga-
tion, dealing with political or en-
vironmental issues for example. Was 
this a misunderstanding on my part 
or does this strategic approach also 
include the realization of the public 
interest through litigation? 
Professor Zemans: 
You are correct that a strategic 
approach to legal aid services does 
include the use of court proceedings 
when litigation is determined by the 
programme to be the appropriate use 
of resources. 13 The strategic 
approach requires that the communi-
ty or professional group administer-
ing legal services examine the re-
sources available and evaluate the 
extent to which these resources 
should be expended on litigation. 
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Mr. Yoshikawa: 
I would like to supplement 
Professor Zemans r emarks with an 
experience related to me by a lawyer 
working in a London law centre . 
These law centres are located in 
ghettos in which indigent citizens 
live and have problems which are not 
unique or specific to one individual, 
but are often shared by a group . 
He mentioned tenancy situations , 
environmental and family issues 
which are not unique to one indi-
vidual but common to a group as a 
whole. Rather than deal with these 
issues on an individual basis, it was 
decided to handle these problems in 
a collective fashion before an admin-
istrative or governmental agency or 
to lobby for stronger legislative 
protections. The group approach 
was considered a more effective use 
of the limited available resources 
rather than attempting to impart 
advice to a large number of indi-
viduals with fragmented interests. 
Professor Kojima: 
Is there any difference in ap-
proach to the delivery of legal 
services to the urban poor and the 
rural poor? 
Professor Zemans: 
There are significant differences 
in terms of how legal services 
groups will respond to the needs of 
the urban, as contrasted to the 
rural poor. We have touched briefly 
on some of the problems of the 
urban poor.14 The rural poorl5 
have social and legal problems which 
often are an outgrowth of their 
remoteness and their dependency on 
the land for their limited livelihood. 
Legal services offices are often 
located in rural areas or visiting 
l~gal services programmes are estab-
hsh~d with a paralegal located in a 
particular community and the lawyer 
travelling to the region on a regular 
basis .16 
Professor Schlosser: 
One of the major issues, with 
respect to legal aid, is the question 
of funding . If private organizations 
engage in social welfare activities, it 
is their own decision to choose the 
goals they will pursue . They are 
entitled to concentrate on or to 
exclude a specific strategy or issue 
or, for that matter, to ignore one 
area of legal aid . Countries like 
Canada , with its vast territory and 
limited a population, require special 
approaches . In Japan, a similar 
approach may be applicable to some 
?f the relatively sparsely populated 
islands, but for mainland Japan and 
in Germany, we don 1 t need such 
special devices or approaches . In 
Germany , the argument is made that 
the approach to legal services taken 
at the Hamburg Law Centre was not 
transportable to other areas of the 
country such as Bavaria or Hessen. 
I do not think that is a correct 
assumption . The population of 
Germany is sufficiently dense and 
transportation readily available to 
allow for independent law centres in 
communities of approximately 30, 000 
to 40,000 inhabitants . Such law 
centres would be accessible to farm-
e~s living within a twenty to thirty 
mile radius. In Germany, we have a 
very legalistic approach to all social 
problems and it would b e d ifficult to 
distinguish between t he welfare 
approach and the judicare approach 
because all rights are theoretically 
within our legal system and overseen 
by the judiciary. A citizen who 
believes that he has not received an 
entitlement from the state may apply 
to the court~ to have his interest 
determined~ In substance, I 
disagree with Professor Zemans only 
on one point If a considerable 
amount of taxpayers' money is ex-
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pended, the principle of equality or 
participation of all citizens becomes 
involved and the state, rather than 
the individual programmes, must set 
the guidelines for legal services . 
Professor Zernans: 
I would suggest that the critical 
issue is how much money the state is 
prepared to allocate to legal aid. As 
Dr. Schlosser correctly asserts , 
under any system of legal aid, 
nations will stipulate the types of 
problems which require representa-
tion by legal counsel~8 What a 
country determines as reasonable 
legal services is very much influ-
enced by the extent of f unding it is 
prepared to invest in its legal ser-
vices programme. Despite the 
variety of mixed delivery systems in 
Canada ,19 the per capita expenditure 
on legal aid has grown rapidly. 
Leg al aid expenditure has increased 
in Quebec from approximately $40 
million (Canadian) in 1979 to nearly 
$60 million in the fiscal year 1983-84. 
How funds are allocated between 
various types of legal services will 
vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction 
depending on how the state, the 
low-income community and the legal 
profession perceive the significance 
of v arious social issues. As Profes-
sor Schlosser stated yesterday, 
nations develop different social 
institutions to deal with particular 
problems. For example, in Western 
Europe, trade unions have tradition-
ally provided representation in many 
social welfare issues that North 
American unions have not seen as 
part of their mandate. We must go 
beyond discussing models of legal aid 
to consider the issue in a more 
broadly based social context, which 
includes the role of the state and 
the extent to which it is involved in 
social welfare issues. 
Professor Kojima: 
I think that we have exhausted 
our discussion on the two models. 
Perhaps we can discuss our percep-
tion of the attitudes the legal pro-
fession and the Japanese people 
might have with respect to broaden-
ing the legal aid agenda in Japan. 
Mr. Uchikawa: 
I would concur in a comment 
made by Mr. Y onetsu at the outset 
of this discussion that, on a 
day-to-day basis, there is little 
difference between a strategic and a 
case-by-case approach to legal aid. 
If a strategic approach were adopt-
ed, I do not believe that it would 
bring about dramatic changes in 
Japan. On listening to Professor 
Zemans speak, I did learn a consid-
erable amount about legal services. 
I do see funding as the major prob-
lem, as well as the difficulty of 
earning the confidence of clients. 
We have attempted to deal with these 
issues and have actually succeeded 
in expanding, to some extent, our 
activities. A strategic methodology 
approaches legal aid issues from a 
different perspective. That is, it 
gradually expands the case-by-case 
approach and the types of services 
which are provided by a legal aid 
scheme. Although we may claim to 
be taking a strategic approach, a 
problem remains with respect to the 
attitude of lawyers and how we 
should perform these activities. 
Many of the legal services issues, 
therefore, focus on the lawyers 
themselves. 
I have been involved in pollution 
problems, and sometimes have 
p.rovided services without remunera-
tion. Many of the changes dis-
cu~sed, with respect to the lawyer 
b.eing part of a more responsive le al 
aid system, may create difficulti g 
h . h es w ic grow out of lawyers' per-
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ceptions of their professional role . I 
used to think that I wasn 1 t particu-
larly conscious of these issues and 
their impact on legal aid matters . I 
considered that it was a matter of 
how I acted as a lawyer and how I 
performed as lawyer. I believed 
that when I was providing legal 
services without remuneration , I 
was , consequently, a fighter for 
justice . If you view this issue from 
the point-of-view of providing legal 
aid, lawyers must gradually broaden 
their vision to include the problems 
of communities or a region as a 
whole . I recogniz e that it would be 
difficult for us to take up these 
issues here in Japan . Despite the 
fact that we are confronted by 
financial restrictions, if we do start 
by stating that we ought to take a 
strategic approach to legal aid , 
then, in my opinion , we would be 
able to adopt a more flexible attitude 
and would be able to consider issues 
from a broader perspective. 
If I may add one further point 
from the view point of a practicing 
member of the Japanese legal profes-
sion, I believe that most lawyers' 
awareness about legal aid objectives 
is quite low. We have tended to 
give a narrow interpretation to legal 
aid, that is, we think of legal aid as 
something which is charitably be-
stowed upon the very poor . We 
should begin to consider legal aid 
more as an aspect of social reform· 
I would agree that we should begin 
to take a more broadly-based ap-
proach to legal aid . 
It was mentioned earlier that the 
adoption of a strategic approach 
would perhaps provoke change in the 
legal profession's attitudes and views 
of legal aid . My own opinion is that 
very few lawyers would support a 
~ore broadly-based approach to legal 
aid. Perhaps Mr. Yoshikawa would 
like to comment . 
• 
Mr. Yoshikawa : 
That's a difficult question. 
When we think of adopting the 
strategic approach, we have to 
consider to what extent the con-
ditions are present in Japan to 
enable us to adopt this approach. 
This examination would involve t he 
ques tion of who would be administer-
ing the scheme and the extent of 
legal aid activities . While the n u m-
ber of lawyer s in the United King-
dom and t he United States are 
sufficien t to staff t he variou s 
neighbourhood clinics and the pri -
vate law offi ces located in the vari-
ous p ar t s of the country , in Jap an 
we have quite differ ent condition s 
with a much smaller legal profession . 
We have t o consider whether we h a v e 
a sufficient number of lawyer s to 
provide a broader range of le gal 
services. I believe that many 
youn ger lawyers would part icip a te in 
a br oadened concept of legal aid 
which emphasized social reform , b ut 
the question remains whether the 
conditions are present within 
Japanese society to develop and to 
fund such a scheme . Ther e a r e, in 
my opinion , clearly limitations t hat 
will be placed on any fundin g that 
may be made available f r om g overn-
ment. 
I believe that the p oint made b y 
Dr. Uchikawa is a valid one . Yet, I 
was imp ressed with t h e analysis of 
the legal aid s chemes made by the 
other Asian p a r ticipants . They 
indicated t h at although they h av e a 
shortag e of la wyers, which makes it 
difficult to adminis ter t h e s e r v ice 
model of legal a i d, t h ey are t rying 
to tak e a progress ive a pproach to 
legal s e rvices. Although the 
probability of applying the strategic 
approach to legal services in Japan 
might be low, it is not in my opin-
ion, inconceivable. I would not 
suggest that we should not attempt 
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the adoption of the strategic ap-
proach, but rather that we should 
study various programmes in other 
countries and , at least , make an 
effort to determine what is possible 
in Japan . We should not negate a 
new concept from the outset , lawyer s 
shou l d d o their b est to achieve 
something worthwhile . I am enviou s 
of the situ a t ion in the United 
Kingdom and the United States and 
other coun tries in Europe . Although 
Jap an h a s become a lar g e e conomic 
p ower, t her e is little a war eness b y 
t he public , including the legal 
profession, of the n eed and of the 
manner in which such legal serv ices 
should or could be administered. We 
must bear these realities in mind 
when considerin g legal aid issues. 
Professor Zemans: 
I would like to add a brief 
footnote indicating how legal aid was 
broa dened in Canada. In 1967, the 
first government-funded legal aid 
plan was established in Ontario. 
T he Ontario Legal Aid Plan initiated 
a judicare model similar to that in 
England and included a criminal duty 
counsel scheme as in Scotland .2 0 
Although funded by government, the 
plan is administered by the legal 
profession and the services were 
delivered by the private bar. 
Canadian lawyers were opposed to 
the American salaried lawyers' ap-
proach to legal aid as they were 
fearful _gf potential socialization of 
the profess10n. 
In the early seventies, legal 
clinics were established to provide 
legal services with respect to en-
vironmental, poverty and workersr 
compensation problems. These 
clinics were started independently, 
outside the legal aid plan, and 
neither received funding nor ihe 
approval of the official plan. 2 The 
new community-based clinics were 
created as social experiments to 
determine the effectiveness of the 
new model of legal aid and also, in 
some instances, to determine the 
potential for using legal aid clinics 
as a setting for legal education. 
These experiments, which were 
initiated outside of the mainstream 
and direct control of the legal pro-
fession, have had a considerable 
impact on the legal profession itself 
and the roles played by Canadian 
lawyers in providing legal services 
to poor. The number of lawyers 
that are working on a full-time basis 
for the poor has increased consid-
erably, as has the allocation of 
public funding which is administered 
in some instances by the legal pro-
fession, but often by the local 
communities. The size of a nation's 
legal profession is a factor in devel-
oping a legal aid scheme, but its 
capacity to diversify may be an even 
more signicant issue. 
Change comes about in a variety 
of fashions. A more strategic 
orientation to legal aid was in-
troduced to various regions in 
Canada because persons, who were 
critical of the existing case-by-case 
approach, were prepared to encour-
age experimentation which was taken 
up by younger, progressive lawyers 
in concert with some law schools and 
~pedal f uncling a~sistance. Perhaps 
m Japan, what might be considered 
is not a totally new structure for 
legal aid, but rather the con-
struction of several diverse and 
experimental stru.etures , -
Mr. Yonetsu: 
I would like to discuss 
our-of-court activities and the 
strategic approach. Professor K .. 
h k . O]lma as as ed a question as to how 
Japanese lawyers would react if we 
were to take the strategic appro h L · J ac , 
awyers in apan were educated to 
rep resent clients in cour t so tha t 
there is little awar eness among th 
legal profession of t he potential for 
conducting significan t activities 
outside of court. However , th r is 
some movement towar ds taking a 
more broadly-based approach to l e gal 
services . There hav e b een class 
actions by lawyers who wer e in -
volved in pollution-rela ted is s u es a nd 
labour disputes, but for t he most 
part Japanese lawyers t n ded to be 
court-oriented . Few la wyer s hav 
lobbied the Diet or have appeared on 
administrative law issues. Lawyers 
are inexperienced in organ i zing 
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groups and the public does not 
generally consult lawyers with re-
spect to these issues, but rather 
goes directly to their union or 
political representatives to exert 
pressure on political parties to 
attempt to attain change . La wyers 
are unlikely to become involv ed in 
significant political or social change 
issues which may take place outside 
of the courts of Japan. Lawyers 
have tended to hold the state re-
sponsible for providing legal aid and 
to perceive their professional re-
sponsibility as accepting the state's 
instructions in accordance with 
funding provided. However there is 
a growing awareness among lawyers 
that it is the responsibility of soci-
ety as a whole to provide legal aid 
and access to justice , and that this 
responsibility goes beyond the state 
to include lawyers and the general 
public . There is a more aggressive 
attempt to procure funds from a 
variety of sources so that a more 
creative approach to legal aid can be 
t~ken · In my opinion, we are in the 
midst of a transition period towards 
a strategic or broadly-based ap-
proach to legal aid in Japan. 
. \~ith respect to legal aid 
activites, it is very difficult to make 
a drastic change in our approach· 
~uch changes involve structural 
issues. There is a growing recogni-
I 
------------------~~ 
tion that this is a social issue which 
is the responsibility of society as a 
whole and not only the legal profes-
sion . The Japan Legal Aid Asso-
ciation is developing plans to re-
spond to these changing attitudes. 
Professor Kojima : 
Let us move to our second topic . 
From the standp oint of guaranteeing 
access to ju stice to every member of 
the public , it would be preferable to 
conduct le g al aid on a broader scale . 
The need for leg al aid differs , 
?epending on the count ry , and ther e 
is consider able distinction in the 
scale at which legal aid activity is 
a~tually provided . May we now 
discuss the yardsticks fo r determin-
ing or measuring the scale of legal 
'd? a1 · I would like us to address 
what measure would be the most 
appropriate to evaluate the extent of 
legal aid provided in each countr y . 
I am certain that both Professor 
Zemans and Professor Schlosser have 
something to say on this subject. 
Perhaps they could refer to the 
yardsticks which can be used as well 
as the actual evaluation method-
ologies used in other countries . 
Professor Zemans , in your pap e r you 
mentioned that t here are attemp ts to 
formulate inter national standar d s fo r 
comparin g and analyzing develop-
~ents and , p ar ticular ly , for stud y -
ing the mod els of le g a l aid in var ious 
countries . 
Professor Zemans: 
There a r e various yardsticks or 
approaches for evaluating the scale 
of legal aid. One such indicator is 
to gather caseload statistics. Such a 
yardstick would analyze the number 
of cases handled by a legal aid 
scheme; the composition of that 
case-load; the extent of criminal as 
compared to civil cases, the extent 
of matrimonial matters compared to 
issues which may be categorized as 
poverty law issues (i.e . welfare , 
housing, immigration and refugee 
cases) . This first approach would 
also assess who is handling the 
case-load and the extent t o which 
clients are contrib uting a p ortion of 
the cost. Another yardstick which 
has been u sed in the United States22 
attempts to ascer tain the legal needs 
of the public . Respons e s to this 
social indicator would var y b etween 
nations and wou ld be dep end ent 
upon t h e le v el of citizen conscious-
ness, of legal r i g hts and the history 
of legal institutions and the legal 
profession. A thir d approach, which 
we h ave a lread y touched on briefly, 
i s to fo cus on financial expenditures 
on legal s e r v ices. Because of the 
r e cent severe recession in most 
indu s trialized count ries, there has 
been considerable e mphasis on cost, 
and cost effectiv eness studies of 
leg al aid. 
Profess or Kojima: 
You hav e given us an overview, 
b u t would you elaborate on the third 
y ards t ick, cost effectiveness. 
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Profess or Zemans: 
Wh en on e considers legal ser-
v ices schemes from a cost effective-
n ess point-of-view, research studies 
compare specific types of services 
and various providers of services to 
determine who can provide a particu-
lar legal service at a lower cos~. 
There is considerable literature 3 
and considerable disagreement as to 
the utility of these studies which 
have generally shown that it is 
slightly less expensive to hire sal-
aried lawyers, on a full-time basis, 
with relatively large case loads, who 
are specialists, rather than referring 
individual cases to private 
practioners. These studies have 
attempted to evaluate the cost effec-
tiveness of a full-time solicitor who 
handles only domestic disputes of 
low-income persons, who h as devel-
oped precedents, computerized 
pleadings and who deals with court 
officials and other lawyers practising 
in the family law area on a regular 
basis as compared to a private 
practioner who may handle a small 
number of such disputes durin g the 
course of a year. Such cost effec-
tiveness studies have evaluated the 
providers of legal services and 
examined whether the lawyers un-
dertaking legal aid work represent a 
broad cross-section of the profession 
or whether they are primarily the 
younger, less exgerienced members 
of the profession ,2 4 
Another method of evaluation has 
developed in the United States 
where social scientists have conduct-
ed indepth evaluations of communi-
ty-based legal services programmes. 
These management studies have 
assessed how the staff of the law 
office use their time. They focused 
particularly on the lawyers' use of 
time and carefully monitored it in an 
attempt to assess how much t ime is 
utilized for case-handling, community 
education, law :reform and for per-
sonal activities. 5 
There are such a wide range of 
cost studies and evaluation process-
es, that, in Canada, we have seen 
the development of an evaluation 
branch within the Federal Depart-
ment of Justice whose task is to 
carry out evaluations within the 
justice system.26 Judicial and legal 
service evaluations have become a 
sophisticated and complex industry 
which has for the first time begun to 
study in some depth the various 
tasks of lawyers. I should mention 
that there is some expression of 
concern about cost effectiveness 
studies as well as the purely statis-
tical approach to evaluating legal aid 
programmes. Many wr iters have 
been skeptical about utilizing a 
statistical approach to evaluatin g 
legal services programmes and have 
r egistered their concern about a 
methodology that ignor es the qualita-
tive and subdective elements of 
programmes. 7 
The fourth y ardstick or ap -
proach that is frequently u sed is the 
qualitative or descriptive evaluation . 
This methodology emp h asizes p erson-
al interviews of staff, administration, 
boards of directors and r e cipient s in 
an attempt to understan d the d ynam-
ics and effectiveness of the legal 
services programmes. 
The fifth type is the comp ar a tive 
evaluation and contrasts legal aid 
schemes and services in several 
regions or countries. A rural legal 
aid project is compared with a pea s-
ant scheme in another country of the 
case coverage provided by the 
German legal aid programme is 
contrasted with the ~e~al aid ca se 
coverage in England. 
Professor Kojima: 
Professor Zemans has made a 
thought-provoking intervention and 
he has indicated that no one 
yardstick is perfect. Perhaps, this 
means that the yardstick will cliff er, 
depending upon the objective. For 
example , one can measure to what 
extent the state is prov iding funds 
for legal aid. This would measure 
~he state's commitment to, and its 
interest in , providing le gal aid . 
Another yardstick measures the 
pe~centage of the lawyer's income 
~hi.ch accrues from legal aid. This 
i~dicates the extent to which legal 
aid. ~a~ an influence on lawyers' 
achVIhes, and the extent to which 
lawyers are dependent upon legal aid 
funds· Case load measurement is a 
clear and straightforward method of 
ascertaining the percentage of legal 
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aid cases as compared to the total 
litigation . This general approach 
provides a rough indication of the 
needs which exist in a particular 
country and the actual amount of 
this need that is satisfied by the 
current provision of legal aid. Each 
yardstick has a limited validity and 
the yardstick chosen will depend 
upon the service and the goals of 
the study. Dr. Schlosser, you have 
indicated interest in this issue. 
Before we have the other partici-
pants speak, perhaps we could have 
your view-point . 
Professor Schlosser: 
The yardsticks themselves are 
not very precise, but they are 
indispensable when attempting to 
reform or to develop new legislation 
where I believe that they can be 
used efficiently, if not precisely . 
Yardsticks or evaluative studies can 
provide significant indicators to 
assist in decision-making. 
I agree with the models de-
scribed by Professor Zemans and I 
would add only one element to his 
fourth yardstick - that of quality 
control . One can also measure the 
effectiveness of legal aid by assess-
ing the percentage or legal aid cases 
which were successful . This 
yardstick is not available in all types 
of cases but it is applicable to civil , 
although rarely to criminal, litiga-
tion . Provision of effective rep-
resentation in civil matters can be 
assessed in two respects. The 
English Lord Chancellor's Annual 
Report on Legal Aid analyzes the 
utility of the plan by con tr as ting the 
number of cases where legal aid was 
actually provided with the number of 
recipien ts who were actually . suc.ces~9 
ful m their state-assisted htigat10n · 
Such an alysis can also determine t he 
percentage of applicants for legal aid 
who are actually granted legal aid 
and the extent of variations, if any, 
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between regions or districts~ O The 
second method of analysis of legal 
aid in civil litigation is to determine 
when citizens are denied 
state-funded legal aid and whether 
they were legitimately refused. 
There was conducted a study in 
Munich which reviewed court records 
and determined that in twenty per 
cent of all cases where legal aid was 
refused, citizens nonetheless 
litigated. This analysis may give 
cause to consider the eligibility 
standards . Applicants were able to 
litigate despite the denial of legal aid 
and in fifty per cent of these cases, 
they were at least partially success-
ful. This analysis gives rise to 
consideration of "probability control 1131 
which is a significant consideration 
in German applications for legal aid. 
Professor Kojima : 
I think, in order to administer a 
system properly it is necessary to 
set goals and objectives . If the 
goals and objectives are too broad or 
extensive, the funder s may consider 
the goals impossible and will be 
unwilling to provide the requested 
funding. On the other hand, if the 
goals are defined in a limited fash-
ion, then fundin g may be restricted 
for other reasons . As a person 
charged with administering legal aid, 
Mr . Yonetsu, do you think that it is 
irnportan t to set attainable goals? 
Would you indicate how the yard-
sticks that we have been discussing 
may be of assistance in setting 
realistic goals? 
Mr . Y onetsu: 
I will refer to the pres~t man-
ner in which yardsticks are present-
ly handled at the end of my state-
rnen t. I would like initially to state 
my reasons for inquiring whether 
there is a good yardstick for draw-
ing international comparisons. We 
need an indication as to the potential 
number of legal aid cases or the 
actual need for legal aid in Japan to 
make policy decisions and to deter-
mine the extent of our legal aid 
caseload. We need to conduct a 
national survey to ascertain the 
potential need for legal aid. We 
must also draw comparisons with 
other nations, to ascertain the types 
of cases that are receiving legal aid 
outside of Japan. Such an objective 
standard would enable us to scruti-
nize our legal and judicial systems 
and determine what are reasonable 
expectations for a Japanese legal aid 
programme. This process would 
enable us to reflect on the defects of 
our system, if there are any, and to 
use this approach to convince our 
sticks that we have been discussing, 
may be of assistance in setting 
realistic goals? 
Mr. Y onetsu: 
I will refer to t he present man-
ner in which yardsticks are present -
ly handled at the end of my state-
ment I would like initially to state 
my reasons for inquiring whether 
there is a good yardstick for draw-
ing international comparisons. We 
need an in di cation as to the potential 
number of legal aid cases or t he 
actual need for legal aid in J apan to 
make policy decisions and to deter-
mine the ex tent of our legal aid 
caseload. We need to conduct a 
rational survey to ascertain the 
potential need for legal aid. We 
must also draw comparisons with 
other nations, to assertion ithe types 
of cases that are recieving legal aid 
outside of Japan. Such an objective 
standard would enable us to scruti-
nize our J egal and judicial systems 
and determine what are reasonable 
expectations for a Japanese legal aid 
programme. This process would 
enable us to reflect on the defects of 
our programme. this process would 
enable us to .reflect on the defects of 
our sy.stem, if there are any, and to 
use this approach to convince our 
society of t he n eed for change . ln 
Japan , less than five p er cent of the 
cases in which leg al a id is granted 
are lost at t rial. Therefor e , nine-
ty-five % of the cased that are 
handled by legal aid are successfu l . 
Per haps , this indicate s that we are 
pursuing too stringent an effective-
ness standard in our case selec t ion . 
At the time when legal aid 
applications are first ma d e , a few 
cases are rejected beca u se of con-
cer n for the budget . This selection 
pr ocess becomes a cyclical process in 
which the author ities p e r ceive that 
t here is a limited demand for leg al 
aid because of the relatively low 
application figures which do not 
indicate the potential clients who 
have been rejected . 
Professor Kojima : 
Per haps this q u estion involves 
speculation, but making use of the 
various yardsticks we have dicuss e d, 
what do you think wou ld be the 
approproate legal aid caseload in 
Japan? 
Mr . Y onetsu : 
This is to a lar ge extent 
speculation but, our current ca seloa d 
is 2, 700 cases . Without chan g ing 
our standards, I think that we c an 
expect and hope t o h an dle 8 , 000 
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cases each year. 
There are three obstacles with 
might prevent such an incr eased 
caseload. The first reason is the 
r estriction in our fu nding . 
Secondly , there is the lack of s t aff 
training. Thirdly, t h e r e is the 
~eluctance of our lawyers to take on 
mcreased caseloads. In reality, it 
maybe very difficult for this caseload 
to actually materialize. 
The potential number of cases is 
B,000, which amounts to 
. , 
~ppro~imately, six percent of the 32 litigation at the District court level• 
I 
This estimate is a short term goal. 
We may wish , in the longer t erm , to 
increase the number to ten percent 
of the cases brought in the District 
court. We must recall that we have 
a large number Qf our cases settled 
by conciliation .33 If we apply a 
strict analysis , 8, 000 cases amount 
to only one per cent of the cases 
launched in the Jap anese cou rts . 
Professor Kojima : 
I heard some time ago , f r om Mr . 
Yonetsu , that legal aid 
representation differs in each of the 
regions of Jap an . In certain 
districts , the legal aid caseload i s 
very high ; whereas in some of the 
districts , a lower than aver age 
number of cases are being 
presented. If those r egions which 
are presently below the national 
average, come up to the national 
average , then at least 8 , 000 persons 
may receive legal aid . Although Mr . 
Yonetsu in di ca ted that the figure 
8,000 is based to a considerable 
extent on speculation , it is, in my 
opinion, actually b ased on detailed 
analysis . 
In explaining the situation in 
Japan , Mr . Yonetsu, as is 
characteristic of the Japanese 
people, was very modest , in stating 
that his estimate was s p eculative . It 
was actually based on objective data , 
so that in makin g spe cific projections 
and in conduc ting analyses a r e t her e 
any remaining is sue s which need t o 
be consider ed? Would y ou lik e to 
comment , Profe ssor Zemans? 
Professor Zemans: 
The issue raised by Mr. Yonetsu 
is important. It can be informative 
to con sider the data with respect to 
cases accepted and cases rejected. I 
would consider this problem in 
accordance with the ideas expressed 
by Professor Kojima. When we 
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examine published studies, we note 
significant variations in legal aid 
services between proximate regions ,34 
We can ask why one district in a 
country should have so many more 
persons applying for legal aid 
services and so many more persons 
rejected than another district in the 
same country with similar economic 
conditions . The rejection rate will 
also be affected by the issu es 
discussed by Mr . Y onetsu and , 
particularly, by the funding of the 
district or regional legal aid scheme . 
It is u s u al to find smaller caseloa ds 
an d higher r efu sals r a t es in poorer 
regions .3 5 We can lear n much from 
these caseload studies . In 
conclusion , I woul d share the 
concern express e d by Professor 
Schloss e r and Mr. Yonetsu about 
legal aid s h e mes in which there is an 
extr emely h igh success rate. 
Citi zens should be entitle d to bring 
a 11 r easonab le 11 case to justice. If 
they cannot afford representation, 
they should be entitled to legal 
a s sist ance . Current crit eria of 
s u cces s may be responsive to 
bureau cratic, rathe r than community 
needs . 
Professor Kojima : 
There are certain dangers in 
emp hasizin g s uccess rates of cases 
as a criteria for ev aluating legal aid. 
Mr. Yoshikawa must leave us 
s h ortly , p erhaps h e can indicate how 
h e sees a breakthrough on this 
difficult q u estion. 
Mr. Yoshika wa: 
I don't think that I can really 
hope to suggest a break-through. 
This caseload of 8,000 which Mr. 
Y onetsu mentioned is based upon an 
assumption that the present legal aid 
scheme is to continue. In 
considering the future legal aid 
scheme in Japan, we must think of 
the system developing and whether 
or not the system of advancing 
funds is to continue. If the nature 
of the legal aid scheme changes 
fundamentally, this would bring 
about a change in the potential 
number as well as the type of cases 
that will be handled. Information 
about the developments of legal aid 
in other countries may prove useful 
as a campaign tool in Japan. We 
must recognize that the situations in 
Canada and in the United Kingdom 
are interesting and informative, but 
are reponsive to particular 
socio-economic situations within those 
countries. We, in Japan, must first 
formulate the extent and direction of 
our legal aid services and 
specifically whether these services 
are to be extended only to the very 
poor or if they should also be 
provided to middle income citizens. 
Practically speaking, we have to 
determine the extent that we are in 
a position to expand and increase 
the coverage of the Japanese legal 
aid system. We need a fuller grasp 
of the situation that prevails at the 
present time. If we are to change 
our system and not advance funds, 
but grant funds, then what would be 
the expected demand for services? 
When we ascertain the actual 
demand, we must consider whether 
we have sufficient funds to provide 
the contemplated services. 
We must also determine whether 
it will be the state that would 
provide the funds for legal services 
or whether funding could be 
obtained from other sources. Mr. 
Yonetsu has mentioned the shortage 
of staff. We must consider the 
number of la~yers in Japan and the 
number reqmred to provide an 
extended service. There is one 
other point to which I would dra 
. w 
your attention. Unless we consid 
all of these issues and have a cl er 
d di eu un erstan ng of the present 
situation, any proposals will be far 
removed from reality. 
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Professor Kojima: 
When we have discussed legal aid 
in Japan, we have compared our 
system with that of other countries 
and have said that if the same level 
of legal services as other countries 
was reached it would be sufficient. 
However , Mr . Yonetsu has conducted 
an analysis based on the present 
situation in Japan, and not based on 
a comparison with other countries. 
We have looked at our legal system 
as a whole, as an indication of the 
prevailing needs in our country . He 
has considered the situation here in 
Japan and used that as the starting 
point for his analysis and I would 
like to pay my respects to him for 
having taken this approach. Several 
years ago we had visits by Dr . 
Baumgefeld from Germany and Dr. 
Shimeall, from the United States and 
we attempted a comparison between 
countries with respect to legal aid 
services and the actual provision of 
legal services. When I examined the 
Japanese statistics, I was 
embarrassed as our figures were 
miniscule in comparison to the United 
States and Germany. Is our system 
so poor or are there other objective 
factors involved? We must consider 
various factors including the 
Japanese propensity to settle 
disputes informally, as well the 
composition and size of our legal 
profession. It may be useful to 
?ave an objective analysis of this 
issue undertaken by foreign experts· 
Mr . Yoshikawa has raised the 
question of advancing fees in legal 
aid . We use the system of 
advancing fees , as does Italy . In 
~any countries, the granting system 
is used. If we do adopt the system 
of granting legal fees then we will 
certainly see an increase in the 
number of legal aid cases. It is 
unclear as to which system is 
pref~rable. Leaving practical 
considerations aside, I would suggest 
that on a theoretical basis, a system 
of advancing that is not too 
stringent or strict is perhaps the 
most appropriate scheme . If a 
system of granting fees was 
introduced, it would give rise to 
inequality between legal aid cases 
and cases in which legal aid is not 
provided. Such inequali ty may 
offen d the public. 
The appropriate system should 
be flexible enough to adjust itself to 
the type of case. In a divorce, it 
would be unfair to ask the client to 
repay the fees that have been 
advanced. On the other hand, in 
successful real estate litigation, it 
would be unfair not to require the 
legally-aided client to repay fees 
that have been advanced. I suggest 
that a case-by-case approach should 
be taken to the question of whether 
fees should be advanced or granted. 
If we are to generalize and indicate 
that we shall grant fees in all cases, 
I believe that this would have a 
negative effect on the development of 
t.he legal system in Japan, I would 
like to have Mr. U chikawa and Mr. 
Yonetsu's views on this issue and 
then have comments from Professors 
Schlosser and Zemans. 
Mr· Uchikawa : 
Before stating my views on 
g~anting legal aid, I would like to 
give my impressions on the potential 
8,000 legal aid cases mentioned 
earlier . Mr Yoshikawa seemed 
pessimistic about our present 
system , but I feel that it could 
handle a considerably expanded 
caseload . Expansion could be 
undertaken by raising the awareness 
of lawyers and by educating the 
public and advertising the services 
of the legal aid programme. I don't 
know whether we can attain a 
caseload of 8, 000, but is is my 
opinion that the present system is 
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sufficient to enable us to expand 
this service to a considerable extent. 
The Legal Aid Association is 
gradually expanding caseloads and , 
by doing so, trying to increase the 
budget of the Association. I think 
that efforts in this direction will 
continue. 
As to the question of whether we 
should grant fees or whether we 
should merely advance fees to 
clients, I would point out that the 
present system's financial 
restrictions would not allow us to 
adopt a system of granting fees. 
Even if we were in a position to 
grant all the costs in leg al cases, it 
would be difficult to win support of 
the public to this perceived anomaly. 
Presently, our approach attempts to 
guar antee the right to a trial to 
every citizen • We con sider that it is 
more important to broaden the 
coverage of the legal aid acheme 
than to attempt to grant fees to all 
recipients. If we adopt a system of 
granting fees, we would not have 
the funds available to broaden the 
coverage. I would be concerned 
that, if we adopted a system of 
granting fees, we would become more 
strict in our selection of cases, I, 
therefore, support the view 
advanced by Professor Kojima with 
respect to maintaining a system of 
advancing, rather than granting 
fees. 
Mr. Yonetsu: 
In Japan, we accept the 
principle of having each citizen 
attempt to be as independent as is 
possible. That is, we encourage 
citizens to be self sufficient. If 
there is a system that exempts a 
person from performing what he is 
ab el to do, then such a system 
would come under attack by the 
public, as Mr. Uchikawa mentioned. 
If we grant fees, it would perhaps 
affect client's behaviour in court and 
II 
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it could impact on our success rate. 
I believe that we should continue our 
system of advancing fees . As 
Professor Kojima has mentioned, a 
selection should be made on a 
case-by-case basis as to which fees 
advanced may be exempted from 
repayment. Presently 
seventy-two per cent of fees 
advanced are actually repaid. We do 
not use a conventional approach in 
requesting legal aid clients to repay 
the fees advanced, but rather 
contact them by letter and by 
telephone. Twelve per cent of the 
clients are exempted from repayment 
of fees. 
Professor Kojima: 
The three Japanese professors 
have expressed their support for the 
system of advancing fees to legal aid 
recipients. I am certain that 
Professor Schlosser, who comes from 
a country that uses the grant 
system, and Professor Zemans have 
comments. 
Professor Schlosser: 
If I understand it correctly, the 
term 11 advancing fees" means that the 
Association is repaid by the person 
supported of funded by legal aid. 
If legal aid is given to a person who 
profits or succeeds in litigation, it is 
quite natural that funds advanced 
should be repaid. But, if he does 
not succeed, the opponent should be 
looked to for all the costs. I do not 
hold the widespread opinion that the 
losing party is a wrong-doer and 
shoud be penalized by having costs 
awarded against him. On the other 
hand, if the winning litigant is 
legally-aided through public funds, 
it would, in my opinion, be proper 
to expect the loser to bear all the 
costs. I would prefer that the loser 
contribute to costs, rather than to 
have the legally-aided client repay 
part of his winnings which are 
frequently only a portion of the 
amount claimed?6 A limit should be 
set on the amount that a legal aid 
recipient may b e expected to repay 
of the costs. 
As this is my last opportunity to 
comment, I would like to make a in al 
point. I am frankly dicouraged by 
this discussion. To my mind it was 
too general, and it would have been 
better to have discussed which legal 
aid model to adopt; to identify the 
elements in models; to determine 
which of these elements could be 
most effective in Japan; and to 
develop your own model which 
combines various elements. One of 
these components might be a salaried 
lawyer and paralegal aid service •3 7 In 
Japan, you might establish an 
experimental clinic, which employs 
lawyers and paralegals, in an area of 
considerable poverty. The 
experimental clinic could determine 
that it would only represent clients 
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in the Summary courts, as I believe 
that the majority of the public have 
legal problems which fall within the 
jurisdictional limits of this court. 
You must proceed and assess this 
new model and abstain from thinking 
too much in categories. Rather, you 
should adopt a gradual step-by-step 
approach based on invidual elements 
which you have adopted from other 
models. 
Professor Zemans: 
I would agree with the 
suggestions of my Japanese hosts 
and, particularly the comments of 
Mr. Yoshikawa and Mr . Uchikawa , 
that our discussion should not be 
limited to the issues of whether the 
legal aid scheme should advance fees 
or provide block funding of fees. I 
would suggest that the point of 
departure should be whether the 
present moment is appropriate to 
c?nsider adapting the existing legal 
aid programme or whether it would 
be more appropri te to undertake 
experimen s wi th a new model, or 
aspect of various models . I shall 
use an example from Dr . Schlosser' s 
country, which I am sure that my 
Japanese friends will understand . 
Does a nation only wish to attemp t to 
provide Mercedes Benz legal services 
of does it also wish t o consider a 
variety of service models that may 
include various styles of 
Volkswagons . Japan may cur rently 
be providing a sophisticated and 
effective issan model of leg al aid 
services, but ther e may be other 
models and styles that shou l d be 
analyzed that may be r elevant t o 
legal aid in Japan . 
My concern , with r e spect t o fe es 
and collection of fees from clients , is 
that , if a por tion of legal aid 
services are provided pursuant to a 
welfare rights appr oach , the 
expectation of clients is that they 
a~e receiving legal services as of 
right and that there should be no 
expectation of a contribution t o fees.38 
In conclusion , unlike Dr . 
Schlosser , I am pleased by this 
afternoon 1s discussion . I am f r om a 
young country with neither the 
~conomic position nor the 
international stature of Jap an and 
Germany and I am encour a g e d by the 
fact that the Jap anese Leg al Aid 
Society has had the courage to 
?rg.anize this symp os i umn a nd to 
invite individuals f rom many par t s of 
the world . This openness indicates 
a capacity to look a h ead a n d to 
consider new approaches . T hese 
~pproaches hop e fully will include 
innovative projec t s in differen t 
regions of the country. I would also 
recommend consideration be given to 
the creation of a public commission 
composed of leading public figures 
~nd members of the profession to 
inquire into and report on the future 
of legal aid in Japan. I would 
strongly urge a broadly-based 
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discussion that would involve 
politicians and the press in an 
analysis of the contemporary 
perception of legal aid . Moreover , I 
believe non-lawyers have a 
significate contribution to make to 
the public debate . Finally, I would 
encourage a group from Japan , 
whether it be a public commission or 
the leadership of the profession , 
such as was assembled at this sym-
posium , t o visit o t h e r countries and 
to examine s ome of t he developments 
that have taken place in Europe and 
North America so that you ca n 
deter mine whether t h e s e develop-
ments are applicable to J apan. 
Professor Kojima: 
I would like to supplement some 
of t h e s tatements made by our 
foreign participants, First, with 
respe c t to Dr. Schlosser's comments, 
I should mention that we do not have 
a system in which the losers at trial 
bear all the costs of the proceed-
ings. His statement makes us aware 
of the difference in legal systems. 
With r e spect to his comment on 
the g enerality and the abstract 
nat u r e of our round table discussion, 
this was partially due to the fact 
that we did not collect the written 
p ap e r s in time to allow for a more 
detailed d iscussion. Secondly, the 
Jap anese are a v ery a curious people 
an d we hav e undertaken considerable 
work in the area of comparative law 
and obtained materials concerning 
developments in most nations includ-
ing Canada and Germany. The 
points that we were not aware of are 
the more abstract issues, the mental-
ity of other nations and the senti-
ments and philosophies of these 
countries. We were more interested 
in learning about these abstract and 
philosophical issues in this dis-
cussion. I can assure you that we 
are a very practical people and in 
our day-to-day life we take a practi-
cal approach to issues. 
Professor Zemans raised the 
issues as to whether the welfare or 
the juridical rights approach is the 
most appropriate. This is a large 
and difficult issue and proponents of 
both approaches have valid po-
sitions. In Japan, we have moved in 
the direction of taking the welfare 
approach but we have come to the 
point where we have to stop and 
consider the best method for the 
future. We cannot abandon history 
but must evolve from it and take 
positive action to shape our future. 
We must end our discussion at 
this point and I would ask Mr. 
Yonetsu to extend a few works of 
thanks to Professor Schlosser and 
Professor Zemans for their enthu-
siastic and self-sacrificing participa-
tion. 
Dr. Yonetsu: 
I would like to thank you both 
very much for coming all the way to 
participate in an international con-
ference of this nature. The confer-
ence was a new experience-an inter-
national symposium on a subject 
which concerns the entire legal 
profession of Japan. As this was 
our first experience, there were 
many short-comings for which we 
would like to ask your indulgence 
but it is with great joy that we 
witness the successful conclusion of 
this seminar and we solicit your 
future cooperation in our study of 
the developing legal aid system in 
Japan. 
Professor Schlosser: 
I must express one opposing 
view. It was not self-sacrificing on 
our part as we had a wonder£ ul time 
and we have learned considerable 
about developments in legal aid and 
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about Japan . We thank you for your 
overwhelming hospitality . 
Professor Zemans : 
I would like to endorse Professor 
Schlosser's remarks and state that is 
was a great honour to participate in 
this symposium and I would delighted 
to assist you in your future 
endeavours and hopefully, to wel-
come you to my country. 
(The following part was 
supplemented by Dr. Zemans a t the 
request of the Japan Legal Aid 
Association after the symposium.) 
Professor Zemans: 
I have been asked to make some 
brief comments on small claims courts 
in Canada in the context of acces-
sibility to the Canadian legal system. 
Small claims courts are one of the 
oldest methods for diver tin g claims 
from the judicial system. In 
Canada, legislation for the speedy 
recovery of small debts was in -
traduced in the late 18th century. 3 9 
Many Canadian and common law legal 
theorists have encouraged the in-
creasing development and use of 
such courts as an attempt at reliev-
ing the overcrowding, expense and 
often tardy proceedings found in 
most Canadian civil courts. 
What is considered to be a small 
claim and what has developed as the 
most effective approach to what is 
considered as minor disputes is 
distinctive in each of the Canadian 
regions. Because of Canada 1 s 
unique federal structure, the admin -
istration of small claims courts and 
the appointment of small claims court 
judges remain the responsibility of 
~he. te.n provinces. The monetary 
Jurisdiction of Canadian small claims 
courts varies from a low of $800 in 
Quebec, which has the largest area 
of the Canadian provinces and which 
has inherited French civil law and 
English public and criminal law. 
The other two major provinces in 
Canada - British Columbia and 
Ontario - have extended the mone-
tary jurisdiction of their small claims 
courts . In Ontario , small claims 
courts generally have a maximum 
jurisdiction of $1, 000 . A recent 
experiment in the capital of the 
province - Toronto - has allowed the 
small claims court to expand its 
jurisdiction in this metropolitan 
region to $3 , 000 . British Columbia -
Canada's most westerly p rovince -
has granted its small claims court 
jurisdiction in the amount of $2 , 000 . 
All of the other Canadian provinces 
have set the maximum for their 
courts within the $1, 000 - $3, 000 
range.40 
The recent trend in Canada has 
been a gradual increase in the 
monetary jurisdiction of small claims 
courts . This increase is primarily 
an outgrowth of inflation, as well as 
a recognition that the higher level 
courts have become too expensive 
and too slow to deal with the more 
typical consumer dispute. The small 
claims courts have attempted to 
streamline and to simplify the plead-
ings and the litigation generally by 
eliminating pre-trial discovery and 
other p re-trial procedures which 
generally have become one of the 
primary sources of delay in the 
higher courts . Small claims courts 
have simplified the procedures both 
to encourage individuals and small 
businesses to represent themselves , 
as well as to expedite the proceed-
ings. As well, many small claims 
courts have recently introduced 
pre-trial meetings with a court 
official whose role is to clarify the 
issues in dispute and to encourage 
settlement . 
Small claims courts have en-
couraged litigants to appear for 
themselves without counsel. 
However, a gradual increase in both 
the quality and the quantity of the 
litigation has made small claims 
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courts more attractive for lawyers. 
Quebec has attempted to avoid this 
phenomenon by restricting the 
jurisdiction of its small claims courts 
to a relatively low dollar amount 
($800) and by prohibiting lawyers 
from appearing. In Metropolitan 
Toronto, where small claims courts 
hear claims up to $3, 000, it is 
estimated that litigants are repre-
sented in fifty per cent of all claims 
under $1,000 and in eighty per cent 
of the claims over $1, 000 . It should 
be noted that these statistics are not 
sufficiently explicit as many larger 
companies retain small claims court 
agents who may either be employed 
by collections agencies, law firms or 
by large companies themselves . One 
finds that, in Canadian small claims 
courts, the majority of the litigation 
is commenced by finance companies, 
department stores and large land-
lords who are frequent users and , 
therefore, familiar with the proceed-
ings. In Ontario, the provincial 
government has, for many decades, 
given the administration of small 
claims courts to local citizens who 
earn their living on the basis of a 
percentage of all fees paid to the 
small claims courts. This 11 franchis-
ing" of small claims courts has 
encouraged the development of a 
specialized service for the collection 
agencies and corporations rather 
than the consumer or infrequent 
litigant. 
As indicated , the vast majority 
of claims brought in small claims 
courts involved debt collections . A 
recent study in Metropolitan T or on to 
indicated that 75% of all claims dealt 
with unp aid accounts - out stan din g 
accounts for ser vices rendered and 
for loans. The Minis t ry of the 
Attorney General also indicated that 
the second largest number of actions 
were for rent arrears; property 
damage, especially arising from the 
negligence in the operation of motor 
vehicles; the recovery of monies p aid 
where goods or services did not meet 
the quality agreed upon; and the 
recovery of property. Thus, rather 
than small claims courts becoming a 
setting for average or low income 
citizens, recent statistics indicate 
that over 50% of the claims are 
brought by corporations or busi-
nesses or by their agents and that 
lower income citizens find themselves 
in small claims courts as ill-informed 
and generally unrepresented defen-
dants, rather than as plaintiffs. 
Small claims courts are perma-
nent fixtures in the Canadian court 
system .41 Hopefully, more programmes 
will be developed, such as those in 
Quebec, which either prohibit law-
yers from participating or which 
provide representation for plaintiffs 
and defendants who are not able to 
represent themselves. Despite the 
considerable amount of judicial 
intervention in small claims courts , it 
remains difficult for t h e unsophis-
ticated lit igant to prepare a d equately 
his own case or t o b e aware of the 
necessary documentary or oral 
evidence that may be required to 
prove his claim. In spite of the 
relative informality of the proceed-
ings, the corporate defendant 
generally has access to legal or 
ex perien ced repre sentation an d the 
ability to both d elay, an d if neces-
sary, appeal decisions. De spite 
their number and ex tent to their 
use, small claims courts in Canada 
cannot yet claim to either be a 
community or, for that matter, a 
people 1 s court. 
Notes : 
1 Prior to the 1980 legislation, if a 
lawyer represented a low-income 
client in a matter which did not 
proceed to litigation, he was not 
paid . If it was determined that 
litigation was not appropriate, the 
lawyer had no right to a fee . This 
was t he deficiency that the 1980 
legislation attempted to correct . 
2 This r estricted fee structure is 
based on the assumption that the 
client is entitled to a limited amount 
of advice and that the lawyer may 
receive additional remuneration if he 
r epresent s the client before a 
non-judicial body . 
3 At the moment , the legislation is 
not well- known to the public nor 
attractive to the legal profession and 
ther efore is not well-utilized. 
4 Lawyers ar e paid fifty marks for 
adv ice and if there is representation 
of the client , they will receive a 
furth er seventy or eighty marks. 
These fees ar e based on the assump-
tion that advice may be given within 
twenty to thirty minutes. In some 
instances this very limited consulta-
tion may be of considerable assis-
tance to a client . 
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5 In Germany , there was concern 
about t he cost of an exp anded leg al 
a dv ice system . Yet , only ten per-
cent of the fifty million mar ks which 
were allocated to the le gal advice 
scheme have been exp ended b ecause 
of t he relat ively limited use made of 
the scheme . 
6 The United Kin gdom, Australia, 
New Zealand, Germany as well as 
many provinces of Canada have 
adopted a judicare model. 
7 The Welfare rights approach 
attempts to be decentralized and to 
concentrate its development at the 
local level, rather than developing a 
---------------~-
significant centralized approach as is 
generally the case in the juridical 
approach . The American programme 
was originally called "Neighborhood 
Legal Services" because it attempted 
to bring legal services and lawyers 
to the ghettos -- the communities 
where lawyers had traditionally not 
been available . 
8 As an example, the question of 
advertising of legal services has 
been an issue in many juridical 
rights schemes, but has generally 
not been a problem for welfare 
rights programmes. Community 
boards of legal services clinics have 
considered it essential that their 
clinics should not only advertise its 
legal services in the community, but 
through pamphlets and the use of 
the media, bring to the attention of 
citizens both the avaialibility of legal 
services and their specific legal 
rights. 
9 The federal structure of Canada 
has placed the administration of 
justice within the jurisdiction of the 
provinces. Despite considerable 
federal funding for criminal legal 
aid, the Canadian provinces and the 
territories of the Canadian n orth 
have developed twelve distinct 
models of legal services. 
10 The Ontario Legal Aid Plan was 
introduced in 1952 and modelled after 
the United Kingdom's Legal Aid 
legislation . During the voluntary 
period of the scheme , services were 
provided almost exclusively in crimi-
nal matters . 
11 The private bar predominantly 
handled indictable criminal offences , 
matrimonial matters and some civil 
litigation . 
12 Between t en and fifteen per cent 
of the budget has been devote~ to 
the growing number of communi-
ty-based clinics which currently 
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number close to 50 . The amount 
expended on these clinics is roughly 
equivalent to that spent on the 
administration of the provincial plan. 
13 In environmental matters most 
environmental groups resort to 
litigation as one aspect of their work 
to make their community more en -
vironmentally conscious . Litigation, 
community education and parliamen-
tary lobbying would all be undertak-
en to control exhaust emissions, acid 
rain or other industrial pollution. 
14 Legal services programmes, which 
utilize a welfare rights approach for 
the urban poor, have concentrated 
on women 1 s issues, the elderly, the 
handicapped, immigrants groups, 
children, as well as housing, 
welfare, immigration and en-
vironmental is sues. 
15 Rural poor are often referred to 
as peasants in Latin America and 
Asia . 
16 In Jamaica , a Mobile Legal Ser-
vices programme has been estab-
lished which allows a van , driven by 
a lawyer, to visit various interior 
communities on the island on a 
regular bases. Similar services are 
provided in remote areas of northern 
Canada to the predominantly native 
community by flying legal aid law-
yers into the far northern areas of 
Saskatchewan and British Columbia. 
17 The right to have social welfare 
benefits determined by the German 
court allows for legal aid for such 
applications . The German Federal 
court has refused to allow legal aid 
for a citizen disputing a refusal to 
receive legal aid before the courts in 
such appeals. 
18 Industrialized societies are not 
prepared to have citizens appearing 
in criminal proceedings without 
representation. The concept of due 
process requires that citizens should 
not go to face possible long sen-
tences without legal representation. 
19 Clinics are the primary system of 
legal services: they provide close to 
seventy per cent of the representa-
tion. In Saskatchewan, communi-
ty-based clinics provide sixty per 
cent of the legal services, while in 
Ontario the community-based legal 
clinics provide only fifteen percent 
of leg al aid services • 
20 The duty counsel programme 
provided lawyers in the criminal 
courts on first appearances to pro-
vide advice and to speak to sentence 
and to bail. 
21 Several of the clinics received 
funding from the federal govern-
ment - Department of Justice or the 
Department of Health and Wel-
fare - and were opened despite the 
overt opposition of the legal profes-
sion and the office legal aid plan. 
These community clinics were opened 
in four different regions of the 
country pursuant to innovative 
grants from the federal government 
who were interested in stimulating 
experiments in community-based and 
community controlled legal services. 
22 This approach has predominantly 
been undertaken by the American 
Bar Foundation in its Legal Needs 
Study conducted by Barbara Curran. 
23 See the study of criminal legal aid 
in British Colombia conducted by the 
federal Department of Justice in 
Canada. 
24 In some jurisidictions, such 
studies have shown that a legal aid 
bar has developed amongst the 
private practioners and that, rather 
than all members of the profession 
collectively assuming responsibility of 
the legal problems of low-income 
citizens , t hat a small members of the 
profession have developed a legal aid 
practice which is d ep endent on legal 
aid for p ayment Professor Schlosser 
mentioned the legal aid barr ister in 
England and I would add that we see 
a similar phenomenon in Canada 
amongs t priva te lawyer s handling 
criminal cases. 
25 These studies would also a tte mpt 
to include the clien t s and the com-
munity board in t he assessment 
process to determine how the clinc 1 s 
work and its staff ar e p er ceived by 
clients, community leaders and the 
public-at-large. 
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26 The Canadian Depar tment of 
Justice has recently comple t e d a 
seven volume study of the cost 
effectiveness of criminal legal aid in 
British Columbia which p articularly 
compares public defender an d private 
lawyers in criminal legal aid. 
27 An example of a subjectiv e ap-
proach would be an evaluation of the 
Native Courtworkers Programme of 
British Columbia which assesses the 
case-load of the various paralegals 
but also emphasized the role played 
by the board of directors, the 
administration and the staff in 
establishing the priorities and ulti-
mately the effectiv eness of the 
service, 
28 Professor Schlosser' s paper 
undertakes this form of analysis 
when he compares dev elopments in 
the United Kingdom with those of 
Germany. Fernando Rojas of 
Colombia has written extensively on 
development in Latin America and 
analyzed development of various 
models of legal aid in 
Spanish-speaking nations of Latin 
America in his "Typologies of Legal 
Aid in Latin America". 
29 The Lord Chancellor's Report 
indicates that , in approximnately 80% 
of the cases in which legal aid 
cerficiates are issued , the recipien t 
is successful . 
30 Although judicare schemes operate 
on the basis of an allegedly 
open-ended budget, exp enditures are 
generally controlled b y the n u mber 
of legal aid ce rtificates that are 
actually granted. There are some 
regions in England where only 2 . 5% 
of the applicants a re refused. The 
authors of the Lord Chancellor's 
report wished to do further research 
on this issue. 
31 Many judicare or court-based 
legal aid scheme have used a screen-
ing device for applicants which 
requires a legal opinion indicating 
the "probability of success 11 to be 
demonstrated by the applicant. 
Unless a good possibility of success 
can be demonstrated, the applicant 
will be denied legal assistance. 
32 The District Court handles cases 
of a relatively larger amount. 
33 Approximately one-third of all 
litigation cases are settled after 
conciliation which totals about 
100 , 000 cases in the Summary court. 
34 In Quebec, a province of Canada, 
there is a 13% refusal rate from 
application of about 200 , 000 per year 
for legal. In the province immedi-
ately to the west - Ontario - the 
refusal rate is over 30% on a much 
smaller number of applica-
tions - 200 ,000. 
35 Newfoundland, one of the most 
impoverished regions of Canada, had 
only 3, 000 applications for legal aid 
and the rejection rate was 64% . 
Two-thirds of the applications were 
turned down. 
36 This is particularly the situation 
where the case terminates in a 
partial settlement which is a consid-
erable reduction in what he might 
have been entitled to claim and it 
would therefore be difficult for the 
client to repay his fees . 
3 7 I noted in a morning newspaper 
that only 1% of the applicants were 
s uccessful in the state examination in 
jurisprudence. The remaining 
candidate must be considered 
paralegals, some of whom could be 
employed in a state legal aid scheme. 
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38 Studies in Canda indicate that in 
Quebec which has a predominantly 
salaried lawyer scheme, client contri-
butions to the total funding of the 
scheme amounts to 2% while in 
Ontario with a predominantly judicare 
and juridical rights approach, con-
tribution from clients amounts to 7%. 
Ontario has the highest contribution 
rate of the ten Canadian provinces. 
39 1792, 32 George 3, c. VI. Prov-
ince of Upper Canada. 
40 Alberta, Manitoba and 
Newfoundland have a monetary 
maximum of $1, 000; Nova Scotia and 
Prince Edward Island have a maxi-
mum of $2, 000; and Saskatchewan 
and New Brunswick have a maximum 
monetary jurisdiction of $3, 000. 
41 Seventy-five per cent of all civil 
litigation in Ontario is handled in 
small claims courts. 
Japan Leqal Aid Association 
1-1-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, 
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Phone: (03) 581-6941 
